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                       ABSTRACT 

Mobile ad-hoc network is dynamic nature because each node moves freely in the network. In MANET we can’t 

predict node motion and  load of each node, so number of nodes are ideal and number of node are vary loaded 

that leads the problem of congestion in the network, here we design  a survey paper related various congestion 

control over the MANET that work provide the congestion control as well as congestion avoidance techniques 

from network. In this survey we identify  load aware technique that  provide more reliable as well as load aware 

of each node so minimize the data drop but all given approach are use routing base congestion control, through 

this survey we identify that congestion control through dynamic queue management technique,  The  queue 

management algorithm, which is applied to a router, plays an important role in providing Quality of Service 

(QoS). In this paper, we have presented a simulation based comparison and evaluation of four popular queue 

management schemes: Stochastic Fair Queuing (SFQ), Random Early Detection (RED), Random Exponential 

Marking (REM) and Droptail in terms of packet drop rate and delay. Simulation is done using Network 

Simulator (ns2.34) Our Simulation results  indicate that REM performed better in terms of packet drop rate 

and RED performs better in terms of end-to-end delay. In further we design proposed work provide why and 

how AQM algorithm will be affected by the presence of input queue in router in addition to the output queue. 

Keywords:- RED, SFQ,REM, Droptail,, Packet drop rate, ns2.

 

I).INTRODUCTION 

The Internet traffic generates stream of data packets in the network that leads to congestion. Congestion refers 

to a network state where a node or link carries so much data that it may decrease network service quality, 

resulting in queuing delay, frame or data packet loss and blocking of new connections [1]. Congestion is an 

important  issue  which  researchers  focus   in  the  TCP network . To control the congestion, there are two 

types of algorithms: Source-side Algorithm and Sink side Algorithm. Source side Algorithm is sender side 

and another is  sink  side  algorithm.  To  keep the  stability of the  network, congestion control algorithms 

have been extensively studied. Queue management method in the routers is one of the important issues in the 

congestion control study. During congestion, large number of packets, face delay or even  get  dropped  due  

to  queue  overflow.  As  a  result  degradation of the throughput and large packet loss too. Due to very high 

traffic load, the performance degrades completely and almost no packets are delivered to sink nodes. To 

resolve the problem, many congestion control algorithms [2,3] are proposed. Many of the algorithms are based 

on the evaluation of the feedback from the congested network.  Some  algorithms  detect  congestion  from  

warn packets sent back to the source while in other sources observe change in few network parameter like 

delay, packet drop rate[4].  In queue management algorithms there are two different types of algorithms, active 

and passive like DropTail, SFQ, RED and REM. Drop Tail is the most widely used queue management 

method in today’s IP networks. RED is mostly the default method implemented in the routers nowadays. 

RED monitors the average queue size and drops packets based on statistical probabilities. SFQ is a simple 

implementation of   the fair queuing algorithms family. It's less accurate than others, but it also requires less 

calculation while being almost perfectly fair. REM is an active queue management scheme that aims to achieve 

both high utilization and  delay in a simple and scalable manner [5, 6]. We have analyzed performance of 

different queue management algorithms by applying them on  different simulation  scenario at different 

transfer rate of packets. In this paper, we will compare popular Queuing Management Techniques, Random 

Early Detection [7], DropTail, Random Exponential Marking (REM)[3] and Stochastic Fair Queuing (SFQ) in 

different aspects , such as delay and Packet Drop Rate and throughput . In section II, we have given overview 

of Queue management techniques. Section III describes  simulation model and topology. Section IV gives 
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performance comparisons with various queue management techniques by simulation in ns2.  Conclusion is 

presented in section VI. 

 

II).QUEUE MANAGEMENT TECHNIQUES 

Queue management is defined as the algorithm that manages the length of packet queues by dropping packets 

when it required to be dropped. From the point of dropping packets, queue management can be classified into 

two categories as in the figure [7]. 

            

    

   Fig 1: Queue Managment Techniques 

Active queue management is expected to eliminate global synchronization   and   improves   quality   of   

service.   The expected advantages of active queue management increases the throughput, reduces delay, and 

avoides lock-out. Random Early Detection (RED), an active queue management scheme, has  been  

recommended  by  the  Internet  Engineering  Task Force (IETF) as a default active queue management 

scheme for next generation networks 

2.1  Passive Queue Management 

In Passive Queue management (PQM) technique, an Internet router typically maintains a set of queues that hold 

packets scheduled to go out on that interface. Such queues use a drop-tail strategy a packet is put onto the 

queue if the queue is shorter than its maximum size (measured in packets or in bytes), and dropped otherwise. 

 Droptail: In Droptail, the router accepts and forwards all the    packets that arrive as long as its buffer space 

is available for the incoming packets. If a packet arrives and the queue is full, the incoming packet will be 

dropped. The sender eventually detects the packet lost and shrinks its sending window. Drop- tail queues have a 

tendency to penalize bursty flows, and to cause global synchronization between flows [8] 

2.2  Active Queue Management 

In Internet routers, active queue management (AQM) is a technique that consists in dropping or ECN-marking 

packets before a router's queue is full. Typically, they operate by maintaining one or more drop/mark 

probabilities, and probabilistically dropping or marking packets even when the queue is short[8]. 

RED: RED is a type of active queue management technique used for congestion avoidance. RED monitors the 

average queue size and drops (or marks when used in conjunction with ECN) packets based on statistical 

probabilities. If the buffer is almost empty, all incoming packets are accepted. As the queue grows, the 

probability for dropping an incoming packet grows too. When the  buffer  is  full,  the  probability  has  

reached  1  and  all incoming packets  are dropped. RED is more  fair than  tail drop. The probability of a 

host's packet being dropped is proportional to the amount of data it has in a queue. Early detection helps avoid 

TCP global synchronization 

REM: REM is an active queue management scheme that measures congestion not by performance measure 

such as loss or delay, but by quantity. REM can achieve high utilization, small  queue  length,  and  low  buffer  

overflow  probability. Many works have used control theory to provide the stable condition of REM without 

considering the feedback delay. In case of (Random Exponential Marking) REM, the key idea is to decouple 

congestion measure from performance measure (loss, queue length or delay). In REM, the user rates are 
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matched by clearing buffers irrespective of number of users. The sum of link prices, summed over all the 

routers in the path of the user to the end-to-end marking [9] 

   

III).SIMULATION MODEL AND ENVIRONMENT 

The experiments were conducting using the ns-2 network simulator. There are seven nodes in the experiment 

conducted. Few nodes are acting as a TCP sink node and few as source node.  There  is  a  2-way  traffic  in  

the  system..We  have simulated the scenario on network on ns2 for different algorithms like SFQ, RED and 

REM for bottleneck link and Droptail for other link. 

We have simulated these algorithms using the figure 2 and 3. We have simulated the scenario by varying the 

data rate from 3 to 30 Mbps. As the data rate increases, we have observed an improvement in the results. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

         

   

  

 

 

 

 

3.1  Simulation Metrics 

We have simulated four algorithms of the Passive and Active queue management algorithms like Droptail, SFQ, 

RED and REM. Firstly, we have varied the data rate and observed the results. Then, the simulation is done by 

varying the data rate and observed the Packet loss rate and End-to-end delay. The simulation metrics are 

explained below. 

3.2  Simulation Metrics 

We have simulated four algorithms of the Passive and Active queue management algorithms like Droptail, SFQ, 

RED and REM. Firstly, we have varied the data rate and observed the results. Then, the simulation is done by 

varying the data rate and observed the Packet loss rate and End-to-end delay. The simulation metrics are 

explained below: 
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3.2.1  Data Rate 

The data rate is the amount of data that is moved from one place to another in a given time. In network, the data 

rate can be viewed as the speed of travel of a given amount of data from node to another. In general, the 

greater the bandwidth of a given path, the higher the data transfer rate. 

3.2.2  Packet Drop Rate 

Packet  loss  occurs  when  one  or  more  packets  of  data travelling across a computer network fail to reach 

their destination. The fraction of lost packets increases as the traffic intensity increases. Therefore, performance 

at a node is often measured not only in terms of delay, but also in terms of the probability of packet loss. The 

packet loss rate is measured as the number of packets dropped in a simulation run. 

3.2.3  End-to-end Delay 

The End-to-end delay is measured as the time elapsed while a packet travels from one point e.g., source node  to 

destination node. The larger the value of delay, the more difficult it is for transport layer protocols to  maintain  

high  bandwidths. We have calculated end-to-end delay by of the queue management algorithms and compared 

the results. 

 

IV).  SIMULATION RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 

 

In our simulation, we have compared the most popular queue management algorithms. We have studied the 

change in the Packet drop rate and end-to-end delay with varying data rate. Also, observed and analyzed a 

better algorithm in terms of the above mentioned metrics. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

          

 Figure 4: Analysis of Packet Drop Rate 

 

 

    

4.1  Performance of Packet Drop Rate versus Data rate  

Figure 4 shows the result of Packet drop rate versus data rate by running the topology shown in figure 2 and 3 
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     Figure 5: Analysis of Packet Drop Rate 

  

It is observed that with the increase in data rate, the Packet Drop Rate gradually decreases. There was a 

smooth decrease in the Drop rate in REM, as REM did not show a higher Packet Drop Rate in the first 

place. In RED, as the data rate increased, the drop rate decreased and became steady at 20Mbps comparable 

to Droptail and REM. But, SFQ increased its drop rate at 26 Mbps because of its unfairness. We also 

compared REM and SFQ as bottleneck link and droptail as other and the result is shown in figure 5. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

         Figure 6: Analysis of Packet Drop Rate  

It is observed that SFQ when used as bottleneck link results into less Packet drop rate. 

 

4.2  Performance of End-to-end delay versus Data rate 

As  shown  in  figure  6,  the  End-to-end  delay  gradually decreases as the Data rate increases. Our results 

show that RED has less  End-to-end  delay as  compared  to  others. In terms of delay, RED is a better queue 

management technique with lower data rate. But as gradually data rate increases to 30 Mbps, SFQ and REM 

performs equivalently for this topology 

 

V). CONCLUSION 

In this paper, we have made an survey to understand various popular queue management techniques and 

compare them using various parameters for congestion control over manet. Through this paper, we tried to 

understand the queue  management techniques  the traffic loaded network. As our results show that, not a single 

algorithm is self sufficient. We have calculated Packet drop rate and end-to-end delay for the given topology. 

Our results show that REM has minimum packets dropped, while SFQ has the highest packets being dropped 

or lost in the network. While RED is an intermediate in terms of lost packets. But, simultaneously,   if   we   

consider   end-to-end   delay,   RED achieved the best results. Our simulation results conclude that not  a  single  

queue  management  technique  is  sufficient  in terms of all the parameters. 
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